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Back cover copy
Cats rule and dogs drool…
We’re certain every cat in the world would agree with the above headline.
Dogs, on the other paw, may disagree. But who cares? Not cats.
Author George F. Will said of felines, “The phrase ‘domestic cat’ is an oxymoron.” We cat lovers beg to
differ. Felines have their own language, their own culture, their own ideas, their own just-abouteverything. And yes, cats do mostly call the shots and that is their fashion. They never settle for second
best, picking their humans and their forever homes carefully. Who can blame them? Would you settle
for second best?
It goes without saying that cats rules the pages of this book, from beginning to end. Knowing their
proclivity to always be in charge, they wouldn’t have it any other way. And we approve.
Series information, also found on back cover
Not Your Mother’s Book series creators Dahlynn and Ken McKowen spent 10 years developing titles for
the world’s bestselling anthology series [Chicken Soup for the Soul] prior to launching NYMB. But
NYMB is very different; NYMB books are contemporary, fun and even daring! No sad, sappy or death
and dying stories—EVER!
Not Your Mother’s Book . . . On Cats is the ninth book in the series. There are more than 20 new and
funny NYMB titles under development and all need stories from YOU! Story guidelines at
www.PublishingSyndicate.com.
Chapter titles
Love and Hisses
Pussies Galore!
The Stray-Cat Strut

What’s New Pussycat?
The Joy of Cats
Where the Wild Cats Are

Upcoming titles in the NYMB series include
On Sex
On Menopause
On Celebrity Encounters
On Pets
On My First Time
On Senior Moments
On Dating
On Working for a Living
On Weddings
On Sharing Secrets

On Dieting
On Military Life
On Embarrassing Moments

Media alert: The McKowens and NYMB series story contributors are available for interviews. A jpg of
the cover is also available. Contact Dahlynn McKowen at Dahlynn@PublishingSyndicate.com.

